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The contribution reports the recent advances in investigation of the quasi-stationary

discharges in magnetic field: the high-current impulse diffuse discharge (HCIDD) [1]

as well as the high-current impulse magnetron discharge (HCIMD). The low-pressure

(0.1–1 Pa) HCIDD is characterized by 1–20 ms duration, current density j ~ 1 A/cm

2

,

current I = 10–30 A, voltage U = 80–100 V, electron temperature T

e

 ~ 8 eV, plasma

density n ~ 10

17

–10

18

 m

−3

. The main features of HCIDD (in the pressure range

0.1–500 Pa) are that the mentioned plasma parameters (T

e

 and n) are uniform in the

glow region, while the plasma itself is free of metal species (so-called nonsputtering

magnetron regime [1]).

The low-pressure pulsed magnetron-type discharge regimes were investigated using

the synchronized fast gated camera (BIFO K011) and fiber optic spectrometers

(Avantes AvaSpec). The aluminum cathode was used. A mixture of Ar (0.5 Pa) and

CO

2

 (0.5 Pa) acted as the working gas. The experiments were carried out in two

discharge chamber configurations: the conventional planar magnetron device and the

apparatus with profiled electrodes, where the specially shaped cathode is immersed

into the cusped magnetic field [1]. The experimental results demonstrate strong

influence of the magnetic field magnitude and geometry on the discharge regime. The

stable cathodic spot arc, running arc with a diffuse region, high-current impulse diffuse

discharge (HCIDD) and high-current impulse magnetron discharge (HCIMD) were

observed. Their optical emission spectra were analyzed together with the fast camera

images and voltage and current traces. The successive stages of the formation of

each discharge regime are presented. The arcs and HCIMD are characterized by the

spectral lines corresponding to metal (Al) species, while the erosion-free HCIDD

spectra contain gas species only.
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